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Assignment 1

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
___________________________________________________________________________

AURUM

Minutes of the Meeting Held On - Wednesday, 13 March, 2019

The meeting  was  held  by  the  group members  in  order  to  meet  the  client  and introduce
themselves.  The  main  goal  of  the  meeting  revolved  around  getting  to  know  the  client,
Travographer, understanding their service and deliberating upon various strategies prepared
by the group for administering a public relations campaign for the client.

Present: Maannik Singh Vig
Mehak Sahni
Ravleen Jauhar
Riya Sethi
Rohan Mulchandani
Sanchita Nagpal

Absent: None

Agendas: The following topics were discussed during the course of the meeting.

i. Mr. Chetan Bhatia, CMO, Travographer conducted the meeting and briefed the group
regarding the services offered by the company. He further stressed upon the various
clients the company caters to and the photographers model they work on.

ii. Ravleen Jauhar shared certain doubts the group had regarding the target audience for 
the client.

iii. Mr. Bhatia asserted that the campaign should aim for B to C (Business to Customers)
and not B to B (Business to Business) and discussed on how memories and emotions
are used as a leverage these days.

iv. Mehak Sahni started discussing the various strategies the group had designed.
v. The first strategy discussed was making a corporate video.

vi. The client appreciated the idea but informed the team regarding their agency working
on the  same.  He therefore  asked  the  team to  give  in  creative  inputs  that  can  be
included in the same.



vii. The next strategy discussed was about using testimonials and ads as a tool of PR. The 
client here again asked the team to give creative inputs for the same in 3 days.

viii. The next strategy revolved around organising an event for an application that might
be  launched  in  future  to  which  the  client  responded  that  the  company  was  not
planning on it for some months now.

ix. The next strategy was discussed by Ravleen Jauhar which revolved around influencer 
meetup and how it will help in effective relationship building of the brand.

x. The client showed appreciation for the idea considering influencer marketing to be
one of the emerging trends in PR and gave 15 days to get back to him on the same
after doing adequate research.

xi. The  next  strategy  was  discussed  by  Mehak  Sahni  which  involved  organising  a
photography workshop in the team s college to spread awareness and curiosity about‟
the brand.

xii. Mr. Bhatia was keen on executing the idea and asked the team to make a proposal 
regarding the same shortly.

xiii. The next strategy was elaborated on by Sanchita Nagpal who focussed on 
collaborating with an influencer on YouTube video attracting views.

xiv. The client insisted on combining the meet up and the collaboration idea and deriving 
a list of bloggers or vloggers who might be interested for the same.

xv. The next strategy was discussed by Riya Sethi which involved designing brochures 
and personalised calendars.

xvi. The client was apprehensive about the idea and expressed how it might not be that 
impactful with the concern of calendars being printed in middle of the year.

xvii. The strategy was further elaborated by Rohan Mulchandani who focussed on creating
personalised  diaries  and  t-shirts  for  employees  and  photographers  working  with
Travographer as part of Internal PR.

xviii. This was followed by Mehak Sahni suggesting on a strategy of organising an internal 
meet up for photographers working with Travographer.

xix. The client liked the ideas but asked the team to initially focus on creative ideas for
corporate video and ad in addition to focussing on the influencer meet up and the
institution photography workshop.

xx. The meeting concluded with Mr. Bhatia taking every member s introductions and‟
wishing luck for designing the campaign. He insisted on one member being the point
of contact and asked Maannik Singh Vig to do the needed.



Assignment 2

MEMORANDUM
___________________________________________________________________________

Q. You are the PRO of a company. The CEO, Rakesh Shrivastava, wants your views on a 
new computer network he is considering. The new network will provide greater capabilities
for managing files and accessing the database. Write a memo in which you list the factors 
that you believe must be taken into account in making the decision.

Memorandum

Q. Write a notice to brief the details of the meeting to be held with the 
computer network company with the head of the departments for finalisation of 
the new computer network.
To: Mr. Rakesh Shrivastava, CEO, Aurum
From: Mehak Sahni, PRO, Aurum
Date: 12 April 2019
Subject: Views on introduction of new computer network system

The introduction of a new computer network system proves to be a big step in improving the
functionality  of the workplace.  But  with the advent  of the new system, there are  certain
things to consider for effective management.

The  network  will  provide  greater  capabilities  of  managing  files  and accessing  database.
While on one hand, the new system will make the work quicker, it is important to consider
the resources and the budget that has to be invested for hassle free operations in the future. It
shall also be kept in mind that in order to make every employee grasp the functionality of the
system, adequate sessions, workshops and exercises shall be conducted. In addition to this,
backup in times of power cuts shall be judiciously maintained.

Conclusively, the idea of introducing a new computer network system will be a big step for
the company in terms of smart working environment and will prove advantageous for future
endeavours.

Management, Aurum Creatives

AURUM CREATIVES



Assignment 3

NOTICE
___________________________________________________________________________

Q. Write a notice to brief the details of the meeting to be held with the computer network
company with the head of the departments for finalisation of the new computer network.

AURUM CREATIVES

NOTICE

12 April 2019

MEETING FOR SETTING UP OF NEW COMPUTER NETWORK

This is to inform that a meeting has been scheduled with Batra Computer Networks Pvt.Ltd. 
The meeting shall be conducted in presence of the Heads of all the departments. The
objective of the meeting concerns with finalising the new network system plan.

Date: 15 April 2019, Monday
Time: 10:00am – 12:00pm

Venue: Conference Hall, Building B

For further information, contact the undersigned.

Mehak Sahni
PRO, Aurum
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SURAJKUND MELA REPORT
___________________________________________________________________________

The Surajkund International Crafts Mela

The  Surajkund  International  Crafts  Mela  gives  home  to  numerous  craftsmen  and  their
exquisite crafts dying due to the influx of technology. The mela has enthusiasts visiting from
all over the world and this is where public relations comes in extremely handy to ensure
smooth and effective functioning of the mela in addition to the visiters and everyone involved
being happy when they leave the mela with the wish to visit  again the next  year.  Some
instances of good public relations during the visit to the mela are mentioned as follows.

The visitors were welcomed with a unique idea called „Apna Ghar  of Haryana. The Apna‟
Ghar housed the real traditional household of Haryana with architecture pertaining to arches
associated with the state, open veranda and rooms which reflected the true rural personal of
Haryanvi village house. The visitors thronged the place with much awe and wonder with
majority feeling nostalgic about their roots and others exited with the discovery of a new
culture. People took various pictures with the artefacts and craftpersons in the Apna Ghar. In
addition to  this,  a  fashion show was organized  which showcased the  ethnic  costumes of
Haryana and was loved by extremely loved by everyone who witnessed it.



A similar Marathi House was also set up honouring the theme state for the year, Maharashtra.
The house presented the traditional style of architecture with veranda as the central figure and
living areas and rooms surrounding it. Herein, the folk artists from Maharashtra sat in the
veranda and greeted the audience with bhajans.



A drawing competition was organised in the Natya Shala. The competition saw participation
from  many  school  children  with  much  enthusiasm  and  fervour.  The  children  displayed
exceptional  talent  in  art  with  lifelike  portraits,  sceneries  and abstract  art.  A photography
competition  was also organised  inviting photo enthusiasts  of  any age group to  submit  2
photos of the fair at the media desk alongside slogans for the same. Small instances such as
installation of help desks at near distances and Rikshas to help old people reach from one
place to another inside the mela acted as good PR for the mela making people feel that they
were cared for.

The biggest instance of Surajkund s international PR could be seen in the decision of making‟
Thailand the partner nation. Thailand art and craft is woven into the country's rich cultural
heritage and is an inherent part of Thailand's history and national identity. With skills having
been passed on for generations, Thailand art and craft is an enduring reflection of the Thai
people's  attention  to  detail  and  creativity.  With  this  Mela,  the  Partnershop  between  two
nations helps establish and maintain good relations amongst them and was responsible for
good and effective PR.


